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Imaging the rotationally state-selected NO„A ,n… product from the
predissociation of the A state of the NO–Ar van der Waals cluster
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David W. Chandler1,a�
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The origin of the resonant structures in the spectrum of the predissociative part of the A state in the
NO–Ar van der Waals cluster has been investigated. We have employed direct excitation to the
predissociative part of the NO–Ar A state followed by rotational state selective ionization of the NO
fragment. Velocity map imaging of the NO ion yields the recoil energy of the rotational
state-selected fragment. A substantial contribution of rotational hotbands to the resonant structures
is observed. Our data indicate that a centrifugal barrier as the origin of these resonances can be ruled
out. We hypothesize that after the NO–Ar cluster is excited to the A state sufficient mixing within
the rotating cluster takes place as it changes geometry from being T shaped in the NO�X�–Ar state
to linear in the NO�A�–Ar state. This mixing allows the low energy and high angular momentum
�J�4.5� tumbling motion of the initially populated hotbands in the ground state NO�X�–Ar
complex to be converted into NO�A ,n=2� spinning rotation in the A state of the complex. The
electronically excited spinning complex falls apart adiabatically producing rotationally excited
NO�A ,n=2� at the energetic threshold. This interpretation indicates that the resonances can be
attributed to some type of vibrational Feshbach resonance. The appearance energy for the formation
of NO�A ,n=0�+Ar is found to be 44294.3�1.4 cm−1. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3078773�

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between the rare gas atom Ar and the
open shell molecule NO has been extensively studied em-
ploying crossed beam scattering experiments,1,2 photodisso-
ciation of the NO–Ar van der Waals complex,3,4 and
spectroscopy.5–10 The scattering experiments performed typi-
cally have a high collision energy �500 cm−1 above the
NO�X�+Ar asymptote and the agreement with ab initio
calculations1,2,11 suggests that there is a good understanding
of the interaction and dynamics involved, i.e., scattering
from the repulsive part of the potential energy surface at
these energies. Nonresonant photodissociation of the NO–Ar
complex has been performed at a range of energies above the
NO�A�+Ar asymptote, typically 25–400 cm−1. The rota-
tional energy distribution found in the NO�A� fragment
peaks near the highest rotational state which is energetically
accessible. This can be attributed to the rotational rainbow
effect.3,4 However, no unambiguous conclusion could be
drawn about the presence of a barrier for dissociation due to
the possible presence of rotational hotbands. Spectroscopy
on the van der Waals complexes gives detailed information
on the ground and excited state potential energy surfaces, in
particular, the bound region and the repulsive inner region of
the potential energy surfaces.10,12 These spectroscopic stud-
ies have shown that NO�X�–Ar, i.e., the electronic ground

state is nearly T shaped. The A state of the NO–Ar cluster
has been studied using resonance-enhanced multiphoton
�REMPI� techniques5–7 and laser induced fluorescence.8,13 It
was found that the vibrational ground state of the electroni-
cally excited NO�A�–Ar is nearly linear, however, the vibra-
tionally excited states show a skewed T shape structure.

In order to study the long-range, attractive part of the
potential energy surface one needs to do an experiment that
is sensitive to this part of the potential, typically 0–50 cm−1

above the NO�A�+Ar asymptote. Near threshold photodisso-
ciation of the van der Waals complex can, in principle, reveal
typical features of cold collisions such as shape and Fesh-
bach resonances.14 Low energy scattering cross sections are
usually dominated by shape resonances due to small cen-
trifugal barriers at relatively large internuclear distances.
Similar resonance-like features have been found in the
NO–Ar cluster above the NO�A�+Ar dissociation asymptote.
Miller was the first to report these above threshold reso-
nances in NO–Ar cluster using �1+1� multiphoton ioniza-
tion, however, no possible assignment of the peaks could be
given.15 Later, McQuaid et al.6 and Tsuji et al.5 also found
predissociative bound-bound A←X transitions in the NO–Ar
complex, �25 cm−1 above the NO�A�+Ar dissociation as-
ymptote. Previously, shape resonances were observed in the
very weakly bound �7.1 cm−1� HF–Ne van der Waals
cluster.16 The excitation of the two-dimensional bend-stretch
vibrations in the van der Waals complex can give rise to a
hindered rotation of the diatom in the plane of the complex,
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the so called free rotor state, which is well above the disso-
ciation threshold. Such resonant structures were observed in
the OH–Ar van der Waals complex which were coupled to
the continuum through vibrational predissociation.17

Tsuji et al.5 employed a two-color REMPI scheme to
study the NO–Ar cluster: a photon slightly blueshifted from
the free NO A-X transition excites and dissociates the
NO–Ar complex to produce NO in the electronic A state,
NO�A�, and an argon atom. The NO�A� molecules are sub-
sequently resonantly ionized through the E state, using a sec-
ond laser which selects a rotational quantum state, labeled n.
Both the groups of Tsuji and McQuaid tentatively assigned
the resonances in terms of rotational transitions to a van der
Waals stretch-bend vibration combination band. Theoreti-
cally it has been shown that a �half� collision between a rare
gas atom and a vibrationally excited diatomic molecule can
give rise to vibrational Feshbach resonances.18,19 A vibra-
tional Feshbach resonance is a resonance of a system which
would turn into a bound state when the coupling between the
internal degrees of freedom in the van der Waals cluster and
the degrees of freedom associated with the fragments were
set to zero. The coupling term in the theoretical model is
introduced by an asymmetric coupling between the two or-
thogonal bend and stretch vibrations.

Several experiments have determined the appearance en-
ergy of NO�A ,n=0�+Ar from the NO�X�–Ar complex.
Tsuji et al.5 reported an appearance energy for the NO�A ,n
=0� of 44 286.7�0.3 cm−1. This value was obtained under
the assumption that there is no contribution from rotationally
and vibrationally excited NO�X�–Ar clusters. Later, Parsons
et al.3 used nonresonant dissociation followed by resonant
ionization to determine the distribution of the NO�A� frag-
ments into the different rotational channels, 25–400 cm−1

above the NO�A�+Ar dissociation energy. They reported the
appearance energy for NO�A ,n=0� to be 44 291�2 cm−1.
An appearance energy of 44 294�2 cm−1 was calculated
from the well depth determined in the scattering experiments
by Thuis et al.20

The presence of rotationally hot, and higher order clus-
ters has been a recurring subject in previous studies: Parsons
et al.3 observed possible hotband contributions.3 Bush et
al.7,15 reported that they could not reproduce Miller15 spec-
trum by systematically varying their expansion conditions.
Shafizadeh et al.8 showed that there are clear broad underly-
ing features in the spectra which they attribute to larger com-
plexes. Understanding the effects of rotational hotbands upon
the dissociation dynamics underlies the discrepancies in the
threshold measurements. In general, it is very difficult to
produce a molecular beam solely consisting of
NO�X�–Ar�P�=0.5� complexes, where P� is the projection
of the total rotational angular momentum J� on the NO–Ar
axis.10

In this study we combine the double-resonant
dissociation/ionization approach of Tsuji with velocity map
ion imaging of the products.21,22 The high selectivity of the
E←A spectroscopy combined with the determination of the
kinetic energy of the products makes it possible to determine
the contributions of rotationally excited states of the
NO�X�–Ar cluster. We report the first measurement of the

velocity distribution of the NO�A� product molecules follow-
ing excitation to the predissociative resonances.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The molecular beam consists of NO seeded in argon and
neon and is expanded through a homebuilt piezo valve with
an orifice of 1 mm.23 The molecular beam is singly skimmed
by a 700 �m skimmer 50 mm downstream of the piezo
valve. The backing pressure, timing of the piezo valve and
the seeding fraction were optimized on the observed reso-
nances of the A←X transition. A mixture of 2% NO, 48%
Ar, and 50% Ne was used, with a stagnation pressure of
2 bars. These conditions were found to give the sharpest
rings in the ion images.

The second harmonic of the seeded Nd:YAG �yttrium
aluminum garnet� is used to pump a Spectra Physics Sirah
dye laser �0.03 cm−1 bandwidth, 30 Hz� to produce light
around 620 nm which is mixed with the third harmonic of
the seeded Nd:YAG laser �0.0003 cm−1 bandwidth� yielding
light around 225.78 nm. This laser light excites the
NO�X�–Ar complex above the NO�A�+Ar dissociation en-
ergy. Part of the second harmonic of the seeded Nd:YAG is
split off to pump a second dye laser, the Lambda Physik
Scanmate 2 �0.8 cm−1 bandwidth�, to produce light around
600 nm to excite the E←A transition of the NO�A� products.
This probe laser light selectively ionizes a specific rotational
state of NO�A�. The wavelength of the pump laser was de-
termined using a wavemeter. Both laser beams are focused to
�200 �m to ensure a good velocity resolution in the ion
images. The velocity resolution is optimized by double-
resonant ionization �X→A→E→ ion� of free NO entrained
in the molecular beam and then imaging the NO+ onto the
detector in a manner that gives the smallest image, 4 pixel
�full width at half maximum �FWHM��. The velocity reso-
lution is measured to be �7 m /s pixel. For a �1+1�� REMPI
transition in the NO molecule the recoil energy of the elec-
tron is close to this velocity resolution. The repeller and ex-
tractor are spaced 40 mm apart and placed at a 110 V differ-
ence. A third electrode at 30 mm from the extractor is used to
focus the ions onto the micro-channel-plate �MCP�. The
MCP is shielded from the third electrode by an additional,
grounded electrode, placed 30 mm from the third electrode.
The total length of the time-of-flight �TOF� tube amounts to
650 mm and results in a total TOF of 14.33 �s for the NO
ions. The typical voltages employed are the repeller at
500 V, the extractor at 390 V, and the lens at 300 V. The
output of the phosphor is imaged on a charge-coupled device
camera �LaVision 640�480 pixels�, to record the position of
the NO ions. When taking data, a pair of polarizers in com-
bination with a � /2 plate is used to control the intensity of
the dissociation laser such that only a few background NO
ions per shot are made when only the dissociation laser is
present. The ionization laser is spatially overlapped with the
dissociation laser with a temporal delay of 12 ns. The ob-
served kinetic energy distributions and angular distributions
of the NO ions were found to be independent of the temporal
delay between the pump and the probe laser. Typically
around ten ions are made per laser shot. To obtain good data
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images typically a background image and signal plus back-
ground image are averaged for 20 min before subtraction.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Pump laser dissociation spectra

The laser excitation scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. A pho-
ton, blueshifted from the bare NO A-X transition, dissociates
the NO�X�–Ar cluster to produce NO in the electronically
excited A state and an argon atom. The NO�A ,n� fragment is
subsequently resonantly ionized through the E state by a
probe laser, which selects a single rotational quantum state,
labeled n. To distinguish between the quantum numbers of
the bare NO molecule and the NO–Ar cluster we follow Kim
et al.10 and use small letter n to label the rotational states of
the bare NO�A ,n� molecule.

In Fig. 2 we show three pump laser dissociation spectra,
labeled with n=0, 1, and 2, in which the pump laser is
scanned and the probe laser was fixed at a particular wave-
length to ionize a specific rotational quantum state of the
NO�A ,n� fragment. The fourth spectrum in Fig. 2 was taken
with only the pump laser present. Very sharp lines are ob-
served in Fig. 2 and they are attributed to ionization of
NO�X ,n� molecules from the thermal background by the

pump laser only. These sharp lines have no dependence on
the probe laser and their frequencies and intensities corre-
spond well with the frequencies and intensities found by
Tsuji et al.5 The energy of the pump photon is used as the
horizontal axis of Fig. 2 and was calibrated using a waveme-
ter. Both NO �A 2�+� and NO �E 2�+� belong to Hund’s case
B angular momentum coupling scheme where the spin angu-
lar momentum is decoupled from the internuclear axis. The
good quantum number for the NO�A� and NO�E� electronic
states is n= j�1 /2.

The resonant structures between the sharp lines have a
pump-probe dependence and originate from NO–Ar clusters.
These broadened peaks have a FWHM of about ��
=2 cm−1. It is unclear from previous studies what the exact
origin of these above threshold resonances is, although Tsuji
et al.5 assumed a centrifugal barrier. In the following sections
we will analyze and discuss ion images taken at various
combinations of pump and probe wavelengths to reveal the
origin of the above threshold resonances.

B. Ion imaging

Ion imaging measures the kinetic energy and the angular
distribution of the produced NO�A ,n� fragment by imaging
its velocity. Because of the conservation of energy and linear
momentum, the NO�A ,n� fragments originating from disso-
ciation of the NO–Ar cluster will show up as a ring in the ion
images. Because of the experimental geometry with the po-
larizations of pump and probe lasers parallel to the detector
plane the experimental two-dimensionally projected velocity
map ion images can be inverted to three-dimensional ion
images using Abel-inversion techniques. Figure 3 shows
three Abel-inverted images with the pump laser set at a fixed
wavelength, labeled as transition 7 in Fig. 2, and the probe
laser set at three different rotational states of the NO�A ,n�

P’=0.5

P’=1.5

P’=2.5

P=0.5

P=1.5

P=2.5

J’

n=0

n=1

n=2

NO-Ar

NO

NO
+

FIG. 1. Schematic level scheme of the NOAr cluster. The J� sublevels of the
P�=0.5 and P�=1.5 levels of the NO�X�Ar state overlap. Exact energy
levels can be found in Ref. 10. Excitation scheme: the pump laser excites the
NO�X�–Ar�J� , P�� to the NO�A�–Ar�J , P� cluster. The NO�A�–Ar�J , P�
cluster dissociates in NO�A ,n�+Ar. The NO�A ,n� molecule is rotationally
state selectively ionized using a second laser.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Photodissociation action spectra of the NO�X�–Ar
cluster. The lowest trace shows the spectrum observed with the pump laser
only and the probe laser blocked detecting “hot” NO in the background. The
other traces are recorded in combination with the probe laser ionizing
NO�A ,n� molecules in the specified rotational state. The excitation scheme
is depicted in Fig. 1. The transitions originating from the NO–Ar clusters are
labeled with Nos. 1–8.
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fragment, n=0, 1, and 2. In Fig. 4 we present similar images
with the pump laser fixed at a wavelength labeled as transi-
tion 5 in Fig. 2.

The NO+ ions, produced by ionization of NO�A ,n� frag-
ments from dissociation of the NO�X�–Ar cluster, appear as
a clear ring in the ion images of Figs. 3 and 4. We do not
believe that there is a substantial contribution of NO�A ,n�
fragments from dissociation of larger NO–Arm �m�1� clus-

ters. At these near threshold energies with such a small
amount of excess energy it is not possible to break an Ar–Ar
van der Waals bond but excitation of rotational and vibra-
tional states of a Arm cluster would give rise to lower veloc-
ity NO fragments. Moreover, this would give rise to a con-
tinuous distribution of NO�A ,n� fragments with lower recoil
energies, i.e., dissociation of larger NO–Arm �m�1� clusters
would give intensity inside the ring. We do not observe such

A B C

n=0 n=1 n=2

FIG. 3. �Color online� ��A�–�C�� Abel-
inverted ion images obtained for tran-
sition 7 for n=0, 1, and 2. �D� Kinetic
energy distribution of the NO+ frag-
ment derived from the ion images
above. Note that the transients are nor-
malized and do not reflect the branch-
ing ratios. �E� Angular distributions of
the NO+ fragment.

n=0 n=1 n=2

A B C

FIG. 4. �Color online� ��A�–�C�� Abel-
inverted ion images obtained for tran-
sition 5 for n=0, 1, and 2. �D� Kinetic
energy distribution of the NO+ frag-
ment derived from the ion images
above. Note that the transients are nor-
malized and do not reflect the branch-
ing ratios. �E� Angular distributions of
the NO+ fragment.
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a background at low kinetic energy and therefore we believe
the contribution of NO�A ,n� fragments from dissociation of
NO–Arm �m�1� clusters is negligible.

Comparing the images in Figs. 3 and 4 for different final
rotational states n=0, 1, and 2 we observe that the amount of
kinetic energy is clearly smaller when more energy is distrib-
uted as rotational energy in the NO�A ,n� fragment. This is
reflected by the smaller diameter of the ring in the ion im-
ages with increasing rotational level n. Conservation of en-
ergy and linear momentum dictates that the total kinetic en-
ergy of the dissociation, Ekin,tot, can be extracted from the
experimentally determined kinetic energy of NO�A ,n� frag-
ment as follows:

Ekin,tot = Ekin,NO�1 +
mNO

mAr
� . �1�

The appearance energy, Eapp, the minimal energy re-
quired to observe NO�A ,n=0�, can now be calculated using
the following relation:

Eint,cluster + Epump photon = Ekin,tot + Erot,NO�A,n� + Eapp. �2�

In this experiment we measure Ekin,tot, at a known pump
photon energy, Epump photon, for a selected final rotational
state of the NO�A ,n� fragment with rotational energy
Erot,NO�A,n�. This means that the two unknown energies in Eq.
�2� are Eint,cluster and the appearance energy Eapp.

Equation �2� is solved for each detected NO�A ,n� rota-
tional state as follows. First the total kinetic energy was ex-
tracted from the ion images for the three rotational fragment
channels NO�A ,n=0,1 ,and2�, at eight different dissociation
energies Epump photon, which are listed in Table I in the col-
umn labeled Ekin,tot,peak. Assuming now that the NO�A ,n
=0� fragments result from dissociation of NO�X�–Ar clus-

ters with the smallest amount of internal energy we calculate
Eapp for the n=0 rotational channel using Eq. �2� with
Eint,cluster=0. The velocity of the rising edge of the velocity
distribution corresponds to the minimal kinetic energy of a
particular NO�A ,n=0� channel. Higher velocities are attrib-
uted to NO formed from a rotationally hot cluster. After we
do this using all measured values for n=0 transitions we find
that our value of the appearance energy means that peaks 1,
2, and 4 of Fig. 2 are hotband transitions. We therefore re-
calculate the appearance energy using only the n=0 transi-
tions that do not arise from hot bands. This calculation gives
us a value of Eapp=44 294.3�1.4 cm−1. The width of the
kinetic energy distributions is listed in Table I in the column
labeled width. These widths correspond with an approximate
rotational temperature of 7.5 K and compare very well with
the rotational temperature found by Bush et al.7 who used
similar expansion conditions. Note that the product of the
stagnation pressure and the nozzle diameter in our experi-
ment and the experiment of Bush et al. are identical. From
the average of the calculation of the appearance energy for
the NO�n=0� fragment on transitions 3 and 5–8 we obtain
Eapp=44 294.3�1.4 cm−1. This value is in excellent agree-
ment with the value of 44 294�2 cm−1 derived from the NO
Ar scattering experiment of Thuis et al.20 The appearance
energy derived from the data by Thuis et al. was calculated
by using the well depth determined in the scattering experi-
ment and adding the energy of the NO�A� band origin. Add-
ing the energy of the band origin prevents problems with the
zero point energy. Parsons et al.,3 derived a value of
44 291�2 cm−1 but hotband contributions could not be
ruled out. Tsuji et al. derived a value of 44 286.7�0.3 also
under the assumption that there are no hotband
contributions.5 However, this appearance energy of

TABLE I. The energetics of the NO�A ,n�+Ar dissociation derived from the ion images.

Peak
Ephoton

�cm−1� n
Ekin,tot,peak

�cm−1�
Ekin,tot

�cm−1�
Erot

�cm−1�
Eint,cluster

�cm−1�
Width
�cm−1� 	

1 44 291.0 0 2.6 0.1 0 3.2 5.1 ¯

2 44 294.0 0 3.5 0.8 0 2.1 5.4 ¯

1 1.1 0.1 4 5.2 2.0 ¯

3 44 300.0 0 10.9 7.7 0 2.0 6.5 −0.13
1 8.4 5.3 4 3.6 6.2 −0.17

4 44 303.5 0 12.7 8.9 0 −0.3 7.6 −0.15
1 9.5 5.7 4 1.1 7.6 −0.15
2 4.7 2.0 12 3.8 5.4 −0.08

5 44 304.0 0 13.6 9.5 0 −0.2 8.2 −0.23
1 11.5 8.0 4 2.3 7.0 −0.15
2 6.8 3.7 12 6.0 6.2 −0.17

6 44 307.0 0 15.9 11.5 0 −1.2 8.8 −0.21
1 11.3 7.3 4 −1.4 8.0 −0.17
2 8.0 4.5 12 3.8 7.0 −0.11

7 44 309.5 0 18.6 14.0 0 −1.2 9.3 −0.16
1 16.8 12.9 4 1.7 7.9 −0.21
2 8.3 5.2 12 2.0 6.2 −0.17

8 44 311.0 0 22.2 17.1 0 0.4 10.3 −0.16
1 18.7 13.8 4 1.1 9.9 −0.20
2 10.2 6.1 12 1.4 8.2 −0.06
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44 286.7 cm−1 would have the consequence that the slowest
NO ions would have a kinetic energy which is approximately
7 cm−1 higher than our observation.

The appearance energy, Eapp, is assumed to represent the
dissociation of a NO�X�–Ar cluster from the rotational
ground state, P�=1 /2, with P� the projection of the total
rotational angular momentum J� on the NO–Ar axis. In a
joint theoretical and experimental study of lower bound
states of NO�X�–Ar, the P�=1.5 state was found to have an
energy of 3.5 cm−1 and the P�=2.5 state was found to have
an energy of 10.6 cm−1 above the P�=0.5 state.10 The rota-
tional constant of the J� manifold for the NO�X�–Ar cluster
is approximately 0.07 cm−1.7 The J� level spacing of
NO�X�–Ar is small compared to the energy resolution of our
ion imaging detector and cannot be resolved. A small in-
crease in the width of the kinetic energy distribution can be
observed with increasing excess energy, which is attributed
to the fact that more J� levels contribute to signal at higher
excess energy, see Table I.

Using the value of the appearance energy Eapp

=44 294.3 cm−1, the minimal values of Eint,complex can be cal-
culated for all NO�A ,n=1,2� fragment channels by energy
conservation using Eq. �2�. These values are also listed in
Table I. A positive value of Eint,complex indicates a surplus of
internal rotational energy, which means that the transition
originates from an excited rotational state in the NO�X�–Ar
cluster. A surplus of 3.5 cm−1 indicates that the transition
energetically is capable of originating from the NO�X�–Ar
P�=1.5 level and a surplus of 10.6 cm−1 indicates that the
transition is energetically capable of originating from the
P�=2.5 level. Excess energy on the order of 3–5 cm−1 are
observed for production of some of the NO�A ,n=2� prod-
ucts.

The internal energies listed in Table I suggest that
mainly the rotational levels P�=0.5 and 1.5 of the
NO�X�–Ar van der Waals cluster are present in the expan-
sion. On average the total internal energy is found to be
	Eint,complex
�1.8 cm−1. Assuming a rotational constant of
the NO�X�Ar cluster of 0.07 cm−1 this corresponds to a ro-
tational quantum number of the cluster of about J� max 4.5.
The centrifugal barrier height related to this rotation level
can be estimated with

Ebarrier =
J�J + 1�
2

2�r2 , �3�

with � as the reduced mass of the NO–Ar cluster and r as the
distance between the center of mass of the NO molecule and
the argon atom. r is assumed to be 3.6 Å, the equilibrium
distance of the NO�X�–Ar cluster. The barrier height found
for the J=4.5 rotational level is Ebarrier�1.8 cm−1. In Table I
we observe that the kinetic energy of the departing NO�A ,n�
molecule ranges from 7.7 cm−1 at the transition labeled
3–17.1 cm−1 at the transition labeled 8. This kinetic energy
is significantly larger than the estimated centrifugal barrier
energy of 1.8 cm−1, and indicates that the observed reso-
nance structures do not originate from a centrifugal barrier.

C. Rotational state distribution spectra at a fixed
dissociation wavelength

To determine the exact distribution of the excess energy
over the rotational degrees of freedom of the NO�A ,n� ions,
the dissociation laser was kept fixed at a selected resonance
and the probe laser was scanned over the NO�A ,n
=0,1 ,and 2� levels. For the pump resonances labeled 4 and
7, these spectra are shown in Fig. 5. The distribution of ex-
cess energy over the rotational degrees of freedom of the
NO�A� molecule are listed in Table II. The excess energy is
defined as the photon energy of the dissociation laser minus
the appearance energy. Transitions labeled 4–8 show a clear
contribution of NO�A ,n=2�.

However, the energetics show that these NO�A ,n=2�
molecules are produced with more translational energy than
expected implying they are formed from rotationally hot
NO–Ar clusters, they have a positive Eint,cluster. Additionally
we note that they appear at the energetic threshold for their

FIG. 5. Spectra taken with the dissociation laser fixed at the indicated reso-
nance. �a� Transition 7 and �b� transition 4. The probe laser was scanned
over the indicated rotational resonances n=0, n=1, and n=2.
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production, peak 4 in Fig. 2 is at 44 304 cm−1. These two
observations give us a clue to how the NO�A ,n=2� mol-
ecules are formed.

The observation that they appear at their energetic
threshold implies that they cannot be formed by impulsive
dissociation of a cold NO–Ar cluster. If a nonrotating
NO–Ar cluster were to dissociate and in doing so creates an
excited state NO�n=2� molecule then some energy would
have to go into translational recoil energy of the NO and Ar.
A simple impulsive model shows that in order to deposit
12 cm−1 of rotational energy into the NO approximately
20 cm−1 of energy must be deposited into translational recoil
energy.24 This implies that if impulsive dissociation produced
the molecules in the n=2 rotational state one should not
observe the NO�A ,n=2� molecules at the energetic threshold
but about 30 cm−1 above the threshold, near 44 324 cm−1 in
Fig. 2. The observation that the n=2 products have positive
values of Eint shows that they are formed with only slightly
more excess energy, 3 or 4 cm−1, than the n=0 NO. This
implies that they are not formed from P�=2.5 hotbands in
the NO�X�–Ar cluster. It means the NO is not spinning in
the NO�X�–Ar cluster and the NO�A ,n=2� is not formed by
impulsive dissociation.

In the following we hypothesize about the mechanism
which produces the NO�A ,n=2� molecules after excitation
to the A state of the complex. Following electronic excitation
there is sufficient mixing within the rotating cluster as it
changes geometry from being T shaped in the NO�X�–Ar
state to linear in the NO�A�–Ar state that only total energy,
E, and total angular momentum, J, are good quantum num-
bers within the excited cluster. This mixing allows the low
energy high angular momentum tumbling motion of the
ground state NO�X�–Ar complex �J�=4.5 on average� to be
converted into NO spinning motion �P=2.5 or greater� in the
A state of the complex. This spinning complex then falls
apart adiabatically producing NO�A ,n=2� molecules at the
energetic threshold. This indicates that the resonances can be
attributed to some type of vibrational Feshbach resonance.
Better calculations of the NO�A�–Ar potential and dissocia-
tion dynamics are clearly needed to better understand the
NO�A ,n=2� production.25

D. Angular distribution

Besides the radial distribution of the ion images the an-
gular distribution also gives information about the long lived
complexes, see Figs. 3�e� and 4�e�. The argon atom in the
NO–Ar complex lifts the cylindrical symmetry of the NO �
state. This effect gives rise to two potential energy surfaces
A� and A�, which have an energy splitting of about 2.7 cm−1,
in which the A� state is the lowest in energy.7 The A� surface
is the state in which the unpaired electron occupies an orbital
perpendicular to the plane of the complex and for the A� state
the unpaired electron occupies an orbital parallel to the plane
of the complex. The NO�A�–Ar state originates from
NO�A , 2�� and only has A� symmetry. The NO�X�–Ar A� to
NO�A�–Ar A� transition is parallel which results in a cos2���
distribution of the NO�A� fragments, with 	=2 in the limit
of fast axial recoil. The NO�X�–Ar A� to NO�A�–Ar A�
transition, however, is perpendicular and leads to a sin2���
distribution of the NO�A� fragments, with 	=−1 in the limit
of fast axial recoil. The ion images of the NO�A� fragment
all show an anisotropic angular distribution with the intensity
near the equator, indicative of a perpendicular transition, see
Table I. There can be several explanations for this behavior.
The transition could be via a parallel transition but the ex-
treme bending associated with the change from T shaped to
linear in the excited state causes the angular distribution to
appear with a negative beta parameter. Another explanation
is that the transitions giving rise to the resonant structures
originate only from the A� NO�X�–Ar potential energy sur-
face. The decrease in the anisotropy parameter can be attrib-
uted to the lifetime of the NO�A�–Ar complex. The inhomo-
geneously broadened peaks in the action spectrum, see Fig.
2, have a width of about 2 cm−1 and each broadened line is
the convolution of overlapping rotational hotband transitions.
The average J value, of the NO�A�–Ar state, is estimated to
be 4.5. If we assume that the inhomogeneous line width of
2 cm−1 is due to a convolution of some six transitions, each
having a homogeneous line width of about 0.8 cm−1 ���6�
�0.8 cm−1=2 cm−1�, this homogeneous width of 0.8 cm−1

corresponds to a lifetime �13 ps. Jonah26 derived an ex-
pression calculating the reduction of the anisotropy param-
eter 	 for a perpendicular transition due to a rotation of the
complex with angular frequency � during a lifetime ,

	 = 2�− 1/� + �

2/� + 8�
� . �4�

In the limiting case that �→0, 	=−1 corresponding to a
prompt perpendicular dissociation. The reduction of the an-
isotropy parameter listed in Table I corresponds to a product
of � around 0.75, corresponding to a lifetime of 13 ps
which is consistent with the linewidth of the transitions. Al-
though this model is too simple to represent a definitive ex-
planation, the reduction in the anisotropy and the order of
magnitude of the lifetime needed for this reduction corre-
sponds with an estimate of the lifetime derived from the line
widths in the action spectra.

TABLE II. Rotational branching ratios of the above threshold resonances.
The listed excess energy is the photon energy at the particular transition
minus the appearance energy.

Peak
Eexc

�cm−1� n=0 n=1 n=2

2 −0.3 0.33 0.67 0.00
3 5.7 0.33 0.62 0.05
4 9.2 0.38 0.32 0.30
5 9.7 0.18 0.51 0.31
6 12.7 0.21 0.39 0.40
7 15.2 0.16 0.43 0.41
8 16.7 0.31 0.24 0.45

Erot �cm−1� 0 4.0 12.0
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have employed direct excitation to the pre-
dissociative part of the NO–Ar A state followed by rotational
state selective ionization of the NO fragment. Velocity-
mapped ion imaging of the NO ion yields the recoil energy
of this rotational state-selected fragment. The appearance en-
ergy for the formation of NO�A ,n=0�+Ar is found to be
44 294.3�1.4 cm−1. A substantial contribution of rotational
hotbands to the resonant structures is observed. The origin of
the resonant structures in the spectrum of the predissociative
part of the A state in the NO–Ar van der Waals cluster has
been investigated and the resonances are attributed to Fesh-
bach resonances involving bend and stretch of the NOAr�A�
complex. The NO �n=0, 1, and 2� fragment velocities, ob-
tained from analysis of the images, indicate that a centrifugal
barrier is not responsible for the origin of the resonance tran-
sitions and that the n=2 products come from more rotation-
ally hot clusters than does the n=0 fragments. The linewidth
of the peaks observed in the action spectra and the decrease
in the anisotropy of the fragments, are consistent with inho-
mogeneous broadening where each underlying transition has
an estimated lifetime of the excited NO�A�–Ar cluster of
about 13 ps.
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